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TILTABLE MITRE SAW TM33W WITH UPPER TABLE

€1 .014,00 (excl. VAT)

Portable, tiltable mitre saw with precision laser on the saw blade for high precision cutting. Standard
equipped with a Ø300mm saw blade and 48 teeth in high quality carbide. Cutting capacity up to

160x95mm or 200x45mm (with attachment ref. 3346388). Thanks to its robust design and weight, this
mitre saw is ideally suited for use on the site. The machine is both rotatable and tiltable between 0° and

45°. With the aid of the top table and guide, this machine can carry out additional sawing operations. The
maximum cutting height on the upper table is adjustable between 0mm and 55mm. A mitre guide is

optionally available for the upper table. With ergonomically designed handle suitable for both left and
right-handers.

SKU: VIR-TM33W
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Portable, tiltable mitre saw with precision laser on the saw blade for high precision cutting. The laser starts
automatically or can be switched off manually when using the upper table. Standard equipped with a Ø300mm

saw blade and 48 teeth in high quality carbide. Cutting capacity up to 160x95mm or 200x45mm (with
attachment ref. 3346388). Thanks to its robust design and weight, this mitre saw is ideally suited for use on the

site. With ergonomically designed handle suitable for both left and right-handers.

Thanks to the precisely rotating base with a clear marking of the main grades, you can cut mitre cuts up to 45°
quickly and easily. In addition, the machine can also be tilted between 0° and 45° to chamfer with great
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precision. With the aid of the top table and guide, this machine can carry out additional sawing operations. The
maximum cutting height on the upper table is adjustable between 0mm and 55mm. With the help of the guide

you always saw perfectly straight pieces. Optionally, a mitre guide is available for precise angled cutting.

The gas spring, the soft start of the engine and the double-toothed belt transmission guarantee a high level of
comfort while working. This in turn translates into improved precision and a better quality end product. In terms

of safety, the TM33W is equipped with a patented brake on the saw blade. This brake ensures that the blade
comes to a complete stop within seconds of the machine being switched off. The machine is also equipped with

a protection against unintentional start-up and an additional saw blade protection.

A set of clamps to clamp the workpiece is available as an option. Use it, for example, for cutting aluminium.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Tiltable mitre saw
Rotatable and tiltable 0°-45°

Precision laser on the saw blade
Easily adjustable

Ergonomically designed handle
Upper table with guide

DESCRIPTION

Portable, tiltable mitre saw with precision laser on the saw blade for high precision cutting. The laser starts
automatically or can be switched off manually when using the upper table. Standard equipped with a Ø300mm

saw blade and 48 teeth in high quality carbide. Cutting capacity up to 160x95mm or 200x45mm (with
attachment ref. 3346388). Thanks to its robust design and weight, this mitre saw is ideally suited for use on the

site. With ergonomically designed handle suitable for both left and right-handers. Thanks to the precisely
rotating base with a clear marking of the main grades, you can cut mitre cuts up to 45° quickly and easily. In

addition, the machine can also be tilted between 0° and 45° to chamfer with great precision. With the aid of the
top table and guide, this machine can carry out additional sawing operations. The maximum cutting height on
the upper table is adjustable between 0mm and 55mm. With the help of the guide you always saw perfectly

straight pieces. Optionally, a mitre guide is available for precise angled cutting. The gas spring, the soft start of
the engine and the double-toothed belt transmission guarantee a high level of comfort while working. This in

turn translates into improved precision and a better quality end product. In terms of safety, the TM33W is
equipped with a patented brake on the saw blade. This brake ensures that the blade comes to a complete stop

within seconds of the machine being switched off. The machine is also equipped with a protection against
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unintentional start-up and an additional saw blade protection. A set of clamps to clamp the workpiece is
available as an option. Use it, for example, for cutting aluminium.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 20 kg

Input Power 1500W

Diameter sawblade 300mm

Height upper table guide 57mm

No-load speed 3700rpm

Cutting height top table 0-55mm

Cut 0° x 0° 160x95mm

Cut 0° x 0° with option
3346388

200x45mm

Cut 0° x 45° 110x95mm

Cut 45° x 0° 160x64mm

Cut 45° x 45° 75x64mm


